Life as a college administrator offers a complex set of challenges, frustrations, and learning opportunities that are seldom recorded or shared. Drawing from a journal he has kept for many years, Gregory Blimling shares his observations about student affairs administration and the lessons he has learned from more than 30 years as a professional in the field, nearly 20 of which has been as a senior student affairs officer. He cautions readers that he is not offering advice and that his comments reveal his weaknesses, frustrations, and his maturing beliefs about higher education and the role of student affairs. The comments I share below are not intended as advice or as carefully measured scientifically derived principles. Far from it. They are an eclectic assortment of observations, reflections, ideas, and thinking about students, college life, student affairs, and the university community. Together they reveal some of my many weaknesses, my occasional frustration, and my own maturing beliefs about higher education and the role of student affairs.
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Students are Members of the Human Race
As I've grown older, I have become increasingly tolerant of what I once judged to be intolerant. The more I see the range of student behavior, the more I understand it to be part of the growing experience of life. Many students exceed our expectations. Some remind us that we are all part of the human race with all of its frailties, mistakes, emotional baggage, and fears. I try to remember this every time I am forced to make a decision that could end a student's college career.
College and Crises
All universities have crises; most are created by money, politics, or the press. A few are created by students' personal lives when they spill over into the life of the university. Crises are a fact of university life. When the whole world is watching, each syllable of every word weighs heavily. Crises are necessary for organizations to grow. Without them change would be more difficult and relationships and trust more shallow. Sharing in the resolution to a university dilemma helps to define a team, and a battle mutually fought makes relationships stronger and trust deeper. Despite the unifying benefit, when one is in the maelstrom of the moment, one seeks to return to calmer times.
Student Activism
Student learning happens sometimes by intention, often by accident. Students mobilizing to protest a university policy learn a lot, even if we didn't intend for them to learn it in that way. Some of our students learn best through conflict while others learn best by mentorship. Both are our responsibility, but one way of learning is easier for us to enjoy than the other.
Student Discipline
I have a great appreciation for student affairs professionals who work with matters of student conduct. When done well, the process can be one of the most meaningful experiences students have in college. I did this type of work for about 14 years, but moved on with my career.
Disciplinary work can be very rewarding, but more often it drains your life energy. Crushing hopes of students and sending them home from college even when done with care and compassion is one of the hardest jobs to do in student affairs. I think that this job should only be done by the kindest people who care deeply about students.
Despite how many hurtful decisions need to be made to maintain the life of the community and the progress of the university, every once in a while you get a chance to make a good decision that makes a difference in the life of another person. Somehow, that helps to balance all of the right decisions you had to make that had a negative consequence for a student.
The College Experience
Students create their own college experience; university administrators merely write the menu. Some students are hearty eaters and partake of much of what is offered; others nibble at selected offerings and hardly partake at all. There are beef eaters and vegetarians, and some students eat it all. Some students grow large with knowledge, and others stay small. Graduation confers the same degree to all, but life separates the large from the small.
Accountability
Much has been made of financial aid offices accepting funds from private lending agencies which finance student loans. Just when the swell of suspicion subsided, we learned that offices that arranged study abroad trips sometimes benefited through payments to the institution or free international travel for employees.
Except for a handful of folks who may have benefited personally, this is all much ado about nothing. The clamor about financial aid offices receiving financial support from preferred lenders is mostly a story about politicians in search of headlines, attorneys hoping to get elected governor, and newspapers looking to increase revenue by sensationalizing an event.
Demonstrations
Today a group of students protested the university not receiving enough state funds. How bad could this be? They wanted to help us get more money and to influence the legislature to rescind the budget cuts. However, their solution was to take over the administration building and demand that we do more to compel the legislature to give us more money.
I believed that if I could just talk with the students before they marched on the administration, my good intentions, empathy, reason, and authority would help them see that we were on their side and that there was no need for the protest or disruption to the administration building.
They ignored me. I learned two things by this experience. Never bother to interfere with a group of student protestors on a warm spring day when they are looking for a cause and something to do. I also learned that when you are a vice president, you should be the last line of decision making, not the first. Once they decided to ignore me, there was only one other person they wanted to hear from: the President. Somehow I think that I might have had a better chance to resolve the situation if I had been the second appeal and not the first. But I am probably wrong about that too.
Lightning Bolts
The right person in the right job can be the difference between a lightning bolt or a lightning bug. People shine when they are in the right position, and their value to the university grows. When they are in the wrong job, their light dims. Getting the right person in the right job may be the most important skill an administrator can have. Everyone has a contribution to make; learning what it is offers the challenge.
Transition
Transition is a soft word that we use to describe the painful process of organizational change. Massive reorganization rarely happens, but when it does, the currents of people's lives and their relationships ripple through a university for years. Deciding who should report to whom, how resources are allocated, and how space and power are shared, brings to the surface the best and the worst in people. There are no perfect organizations, but some organizational schemes work better than others. However, in the final analysis, all organizations are based on relationships, and their success or failure depends on the people who comprise it. Good people create good organizations that successfully fulfill their purpose. When that element is lacking, no organizational scheme makes it successful.
Student Learning
I spent today watching students learn. The first time was a visit to a demonstration against the war in Iraq. Students were engaged. They wrote speeches, made agreements, distributed position papers they wrote about the war, and involved their peers in debate. Later I attended a demonstration about police reaction to a racial hate crime. Students delivered impressive speeches, they joined in group singing, distributed informative papers on the subject, worked with multiple university officers to gain permission and schedule the use of space, acquired access to sound amplification, and arranged payment for these activities. No one at either event received a grade, and what the students learned will live with them for many years. It was a good day to be in student affairs.
Fault Finding and Virginia Tech
On learning the details of the shooting at Virginia Tech, my first reaction was that it could have happened anywhere. After listening to the usual lineup of experts on commercial television, reading several newspaper accounts of what happened, and reading both task force reports on the Virginia Tech shootings, my opinion has not changed. It could have happened anywhere, and I don't know of many institutions that would have handled the aftermath much better than Virginia Tech did.
What disturbed me most about what transpired after the tragedy was the faultfinding, second-guessing, and criticism represented as "the need for accountability." It's easy to dissect decisions in hindsight. Truth be told, most universities struggle to staff their counseling centers with therapists. In rural areas, psychiatrists are difficult to find. It's not that universities don't want to fully staff counseling centers; it's that most don't have funding to do it. Unmet student needs for mental health care have been at critical levels for many years. The unspoken tragedy of Virginia Tech is that it took the deaths of students, faculty, and staff to get state legislators, other administrators, and the public to realize what student affairs professionals have being saying for years.
The Desire to Belong
The desire to belong is a powerful motivator for students. Learning how to use this to help students grow is how student affairs educators earn a living and how the university experience helps shape critical thinking. If we do our jobs well, peers become less important, and trust in the student's own judgment becomes more important.
Diversity
Students who attend universities comprised of a diverse mix of racial, ethnic, religious, cultural, economic, and political groups are advantaged by the experience. They do not suffer the illusion that their life experiences and values are better, dominant, or more relevant than those of others. Religious proselytizing seems more idiosyncratic and interracial relationships ordinary. Graduates of these universities enter the world with a deeper understanding of place, themselves, and what it means to be human.
Black Swans in Higher Education
Many of the laws and rules imposed on higher education by the government result from isolated incidents, one-time events, and bad decision making by a few. When an event is uncommon and the likelihood of it occurring again is minimal, the best policy may be no policy. Observing an event once does not predict that it will happen again. Administrators too often suffer the delusion that all problems need solutions and that solutions can be found in policies. Sometimes problems occur, and no amount of planning or policies will prevent it. Sometimes a problem is just problem.
Technology
Early in my administrative career, before technology, someone did my typing, sorted my mail, and answered routine correspondence. Thanks to email and technology, I now get to do most of that myself. Once my assistants kept me informed; now I copy them to make sure they are informed. Technology sure is great.
Alert Messaging Systems
Following the Virginia Tech shootings, proactive university administrators rushed to install text-messaging systems that would alert students to campus emergencies. They soon learned that cell phone providers in many areas cannot or will not deliver messages as quickly as needed and when real emergencies happen, cell phone lines are overwhelmed with personal calls. All of the commotion around text messaging alert systems proves once again that no good deed goes unpunished and that for every action there is an unintended consequence.
Process
If truth be told, I really don't like a large amount of process in decision making and nether do most other administrators I know. Process takes time, it is cumbersome, and it often results in compromised decisions and politically palatable resolutions. But, process is important. Without it, support is tepid or opposition strong. Process is as much about the acknowledgement that every voice counts, as it is an acknowledgement that institutional ownership is shared. Occasionally, process results in a better decision, but even when it does not, process does the greater good of affirming that the life of the academy rests with the community rather than the individual.
Shareholders
I am not fond of drawing comparisons between universities and corporations. The differences far outweigh the similarities, and the few parallels oversimplify the complexities. However, one comparison does seem to ring true: students are shareholders. Like the shareholders of a corporation's common stock, students are shareholders in the universities they attend. They make a financial investment in the university, and invest their time, energy, and reputation in the success of the university. Like corporate shareholders, student shareholders expect dividends in the form of knowledge gained, relationships formed, and the ability of the institution's reputation to serve them as a credential throughout their lives. When universities make decisions that affect students or the reputation of the university, it is only fair that student shareholders are included in decision making-just like corporations should inform and include their shareholders.
Student Affairs Graduate Programs
I have worked at universities with graduate programs in student affairs administration, and I have worked at universities that offer no such program. The quality of the student experience was almost always better at the former than the latter. The presence of student affairs graduate programs changes the conversation within the student affairs staff and draws the staff into the professional dialogue about the content, purpose, and direction of student affairs and its role in student learning. Just as importantly, working with graduate students engaged in the study of student affairs as a profession, breathes energy into the professional life of student affairs administrators and forces them to model what should be done or to learn how to do what they do better.
You Can't Rock the Boat if You're Rowing It
Sometimes I think universities are divided into two groups: those that do the work and those that create work that others are doing. University committees, particularly those that do long-range planning, or worse yet, "visioning," create piles of extra work for people, most of which results in a report that no one reads and no one consults. A second group who creates work are the well meaning folks who offer complex solutions to non-existing problems, or who offer "ideas" based on misinformation or partial knowledge of the circumstances. A third group are the complainers and twaddelizers who quibble over insignificant details and rehash policies and administrative decisions from the past. Experience with these groups has led me to the conclusion that some people are working to row the boat forward while others are rocking the boat and making it more difficult to navigate; I have concluded that if you are working full-time to row the boat, you don't have the time or energy to be rocking it.
Conclusion
My comments are only personal observations based on lessons I am learning as I move through my career in student affairs. They are not advice, and if they were, they would be burdened by layers of qualifiers and explanations about context. I have excluded from these comments my most awkward mistakes and have avoided my occasional rants about the media, politics, state funding, or institutional meddling by those outside of higher education. Where I am with my views of student affairs, our place in the university and our educational mission is much different now than it was when I started in this field. Experience has shaped my opinion and continues to do so.
